
70th Republic Day Celebration in KPS Nehru Nagar, Bhilai 

 

26th of January is a gala day for every Indian. On 26th Jan 1950 the contribution of India came 
into force and our country. India became the Republic. 

Like every year, our school celebrated this auspicious day with pomp of show. This day is 
celebrated like a festival every year in Krishna Public School Nehru Nagar, Bhilai. 

The gloomy weather, the incessant rain couldn't deter the spirit of celebration that comes from 
the core of the heart with full effervescence and spills over to everyone. With a feeling of 
conviviality we, the Indians get into the spirit of merriment and with whole-soul dedication 
observe this memorable day every year. 

All the students, with superb disregard to the wet atmosphere assembled on the school's 
forecourt to observe the unfurling of the Tri colour with deep reverence. The Vice Chairman 
Mr. Anand Kumar Tripathi accompanied by the Principal Madam Sabita Tripathi hoisted the 
National Flag. This was followed by the National Anthem Jan Gan Man sung by a team of 
students. 

The Vice Chairman addressed the gathering and emphasized the need for the all round 
development of the student. He said we are all proud to be Indians. When we say we are 
Indians, we make a separate identity for ourselves. He said everyone should invest maximum 
capacity to do their work perfectly. One need not go to the warfront to serve the country. If one 
does their job perfectly, they're serving their country. He inspired the students to give hundred 
and one percent effort. Students need to participate in games of sports. He advised the students 
to be aware of their goals in life as they are the future of India. They are the hope on whose 
shoulders India's prosperity rests. They should not take their responsibilities lightly. 

The Vice Chairman's speech was followed by various other programmes staged by the school 
students : patriotic poems by kids, instrumental music, dances based on patriotic song and songs 
sung by the choir group. 

The Vice Head Boy and Head Gird conducted the programme. The entire programme was 
brought to its conclusion with distribution of sweets to the students. 









 

 


